Solon Eiendom ASA – Primary insider notification

(Oslo, Norway, September 21, 2018) Solon Eiendom ASA Board Member Tore Aksel Voldberg has today through his wholly owned company Dukat AS bought 20,000 shares in Solon Eiendom ASA at a price of NOK 29.1252.

Following this transaction Tore Aksel Voldberg through Skøien AS holds 8 758 398 shares and through Dukat AS holds 3 741 602 for a total holding of 12 500 000 shares, equalling 22.115 % of the total share capital and votes of the Company.

This information is subject to the disclosure requirements set out in section 5-12 of the Norwegian Securities Trading Act.
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About Solon Eiendom
Solon Eiendom is a Norwegian residential real estate development company focusing on the Oslo and Akershus region.